The Cyber Leaders Toolkit: Embedding Cyber Excellence
17th January 2022 | 9am-1pm
Online session - Zoom

This workshop will explore what it takes to develop a responsible organisational culture, instilling integrity within the organisation. The session will look at how to communicate risk effectively to build trust and empower staff to take responsibility.

Sprint Showcase & Reflection
22nd March 2022 | 9am-4.30pm
Face to face session at Lancaster University

To end the programme, you will deliver your Sprint presentations to your peers and consolidate your learning throughout the programme through group and individual reflection activities. During the day, we will discuss how you can utilise your toolkit to minimise the impact a cyber attack has on your business, should one occur. The programme is designed so you take lessons, frameworks, and strategies and apply them to your business.

The Cyber Leaders Toolkit: Understanding your Business
14th December 2022 | 9am-4.30pm
Face to face session at Lancaster University

Now with an understanding of cyber fundamentals, the focus shifts to your business. The session will focus on your business strategy to ensure you create a cyber-secure environment to grow your business. Again, an interactive session with key strategic tools such as PESTLE and SWOT being introduced to help you identify business opportunities and begin to create an action plan for the future.

The Cyber Leaders Toolkit: Reviewing your Digital Estate
9th February 2022 | 9am-4.30pm
Face to face session at Lancaster University

Building on your cyber leaders toolkit from previous sessions, this session will provide you with the tools to define and understand the digital estate of your business. This will enable you to identify and prioritise where to implement cyber security within your business. You will plan a ‘Sprint’ project to work with your team to implement your ideas.

Residential Induction: Cyber Fundamentals
16th & 17th November 2022 | 9am-4.30pm
Face to face. Location TBC

You will spend two consecutive days immersing yourself into the key themes of the programme to develop your understanding and knowledge of the cyber threat landscape. As well as getting to know the other participants who will form a key part of the programme journey as you share challenges and ideas.

The sessions will be highly interactive, including real life case studies and demonstrations of hacking attacks to build your knowledge and awareness of the risk environment and the potential risk these may have to your business. We will introduce some of the key leadership themes essential to building a resilient business and mitigating against these risks.

Finally, you will have the opportunity to benchmark your business against others which will form the basis of an action plan to take ideas forward.

The two days forms the foundation for the rest of the programme.

Group Sprint Check-In
Early March 2022 | Approximately 1 hour
Online Zoom check-in with Sprint buddy groups to review and evaluate progress

You’ll take what you’ve learnt so far and the initial group sprint planning, to continue designing and building ideas for your business outside of the programme. Our team of cyber and business experts are available throughout this period and will book a check-in meeting with your team.

Date and time of this call to be confirmed with each individual Sprint buddy group.